**Intro to Drawing with Charcoal | Supply List**

Instructor: Blythe Miles

- Pad of drawing paper, at least 11x14
- Drawing chamois (this is leather)  
  [https://www.amazon.com/dp/B008UGD81O?ref_=cm_sw_r_cp_ud_dp_81EBQC8EM1MF634BTDEX](https://www.amazon.com/dp/B008UGD81O?ref_=cm_sw_r_cp_ud_dp_81EBQC8EM1MF634BTDEX)
- **Any soft, clean fabric rag may be used for blending, if students do not wish to use animal products**
- Compressed charcoal sticks (soft)  
  [https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000YQGJB4?ref_=cm_sw_r_cp_ud_dp_9JT0D9P0NPZKQB8REJ7](https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000YQGJB4?ref_=cm_sw_r_cp_ud_dp_9JT0D9P0NPZKQB8REJ7)
- Charcoal pencils, at least 2B and 6B
- Kneaded eraser
- Masking tape
- Ruler
- Pencil sharpener

**OPTIONAL:**

- Spray fixative
- Wet wipes
- Blending stumps